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The Dark-Hunters (The Collection Thus Far) Macmillan
Out of all the mysterious boarders who call Sanctuary home, no one is more antisocial
or withdrawn than Maxis Drago. But then, it's hard to blend in with the modern world
when you have a fifty foot wingspan. Centuries ago, he was cursed by an enemy who
swore to see him fall. An enemy who took everything from him and left him forever
secluded. But Fate is a bitch, with a wicked sense of humor. And when she throws old
enemies together and threatens the wife he thought had died centuries ago, he comes
back with a vengeance. Modern day New Orleans has become a battleground for the
oldest of evils. And two dragons will hold the line, or go down in flames, in Dragonbane,
the next explosive Dark-Hunter novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon.
Dream Warrior St. Martin's Paperbacks
In New Orleans, immortal Amazon warrior Samia is about to learn that there's a
worse evil coming to slaughter mankind than she's ever faced before.
Shadow Fallen St. Martin's Paperbacks
Until one day in a cemetery ...
Dream Chaser Tor Books
Sin seeks revenge on Artemis by kidnapping a woman he believes to be the goddess, only to discover that he
has abducted her servant, Katra, who persuades him to save Artemis from an enemy who threatens all human
life.

The Dark-Hunters: Infinity, Vol. 1 St. Martin's Press
For years, fans have been clamoring for an all-in-one collection of #1 bestselling author Sherrilyn
Kenyon's novellas. At their enthusiastic behest, we have delivered this brand-new short story
collection, Dark Bites, including stories previously exclusive to Sherrilyn's website, as well as an
all-new, never-before seen Dark-Hunter story! Sherrilyn Kenyon takes readers from the Dark-
Hunters to the demigods, from Dream-Hunters to demons, and everything in between. Dangerous
and exciting, each story is one thrill ride after the next, proving time and again how Sherrilyn has
captivated millions of readers worldwide Now, readers are invited to go deep into Kenyon's rich
and imaginative world and experience the heart-racing moments that never stop coming!
CONTENTS House of the Rising Sun Phantom Lover Winter Born A Dark-Hunter Christmas
Until Death We Do Part A Hard Day's Night Searcher Shadow of the Moon Fear the Darkness
Where Angels Fear to Tread Love Bytes Santa Wears Spurs Redemption: A Bonus Scene from
The Guardian
Seize the Night Tor Books
A Dark-Hunter on a dangerous mission finds his life and love on the line when he meets Dangereuse St. Richard,
a beautiful and distracting Dark-Hunter who is out to prevent him from carrying out his duty to destroy her
friends.
Dragonsworn Titan Books (US, CA)
Zarek's Point of View: Dark-Hunter: A soulless guardian who stands between mankind and those who
would see mankind destroyed. Yeah, right. The only part of that Code of Honor I got was eternity and
solitude. Insanity: A condition many say I suffer from after being alone for so long. But I don't suffer
from my insanity-I enjoy every minute of it. Trust: I can't trust anyone...not even myself. The only thing
I trust in is my ability to do the wrong thing in any situation and to hurt anyone who gets in my way.
Truth: I endured a lifetime as a Roman slave, and 900 years as an exiled Dark-Hunter. Now I'm tired of
enduring. I want the truth about what happened the night I was exiled-I have nothing to lose and
everything to gain. Astrid (Greek, meaning star): An exceptional woman who can see straight to the
truth. Brave and strong, she is a point of light in the darkness. She touches me and I tremble. She smiles
and my cold heart shatters. Zarek: They say even the most damned man can be forgiven. I never
believed that until the night Astrid opened her door to me and made this feral beast want to be human
again. Made me want to love and be loved. But how can an ex-slave whose soul is owned by a Greek
goddess ever dream of touching, let alone holding, a fiery star?
No Mercy St. Martin's Paperbacks
The Dark-Hunters (The Collection Thus Far) from the #1 New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon.
In the world of the Dark-Hunters, nothing is ever as it seems. In this series of horror and contemporary fantasy,
life and death take on new meaning as this immortal cadre of warriors fight to protect mankind from those
creatures and demons who would prey on us. This set contains 22 novels and a companion guide. The novels
STYXX and SON OF NO ONE are sold separately. This ebundle includes: Fantasy Lover Night Pleasures Night
Embrace Dance with the Devil Kiss of the Night Night Play Seize the Night Sins of the Night Unleash the Night
Dark Side of the Moon The Dream-Hunter Devil May Cry Upon the Midnight Clear Dream Chaser Acheron One
Silent Night Dream Warrior Bad Moon Rising No Mercy Retribution The Guardian Time Untime The Dark-
Hunter Companion

The Dark-Hunters, Books 16-18 St. Martin's Press
A special hardcover release of the seventh book in the blockbuster Dark-Hunter series.
The Guardian St. Martin's Press
It's a predator eat predator world for the Were-Hunters. Danger haunts any given day. There is no one to trust. No
one to love. Not if they want to live... An orphan with no clan that will claim him, Wren Tigarian grew to
adulthood under the close scrutiny and mistrust of those around him. A forbidden blend of two animals—snow
leopard and white tiger—Wren has never listened to anyone when there was something he wanted. Now he wants
Marguerite. Marguerite D'Aubert Goudeau is the daughter of a prominent U.S. Senator who hates the socialite
life she's forced to live. Like her mother before her, she has strong Cajun roots that her father doesn't understand.
Still, she has no choice but to try and conform to a world where she feels like an outsider. But the world of rich
and powerful humans is never to meet the world of the Were-Hunters who exist side by side with them, unseen,
unknown, undetected. To break this law is to call down a wrath of the highest order. In order to have Marguerite,
Wren must fight not just the humans who will never accept his animal nature, but the Were-Hunters who want
him dead for endangering their world. It's a race against time and magic without boundary that could cost
Marguerite and Wren not just their lives, but their very souls...
Hex Life: Wicked New Tales of Witchery St. Martin's Paperbacks
Dream-Hunter Lydia has been charged with the most sacred and dangerous of missions: To descend into the
Nether Realm and find the missing god of dreams before he betrays the secrets that could kill her and her kind.

What she never expects is to be taken prisoner by the Realm's most vicious guardian... Seth's time is running out.
If he can't hand over the entrance to Olympus, his own life and those of his people will be forfeit. No matter the
torture, Seth hasn't been able to break the god in his custody. Then there's the beautiful Dream-Hunter Lydia: She
isn't just guarding the gates of Olympus—she's holding back one of the world's darkest powers. If she fails, an
ancient curse will haunt the earth once more and no one will be safe. But evil is always seductive...
The Dark-Hunters St. Martin's Press
In this Dark-Hunter novel, Wulf and Cassandra face ancient curses, prophecies, and the direct meddling of the
Greek gods to find true happiness.
The Dark-Hunters, Books 13-15 St. Martin's Paperbacks
One cold winter's night will change their lives forever.
Devil May Cry St. Martin's Paperbacks
Previously published in the anthologies Midnight Pleasures and Dark Bites, Phantom Lover is
now available as a standalone e-novella! Haunted by recurring nightmares of terrifying beasts,
Erin McDaniels is afraid to sleep-until a hero arrives in her dreams to save her...and makes
erotic, incredible love to her. But can she find him again when she is awake?
The Dream-Hunter St. Martin's Press
Brand-new stories of witches and witchcraft written by popular female fantasy authors, including
Kelley Armstrong, Rachel Caine and Sherrilyn Kenyon writing in their own bestselling
universes! These are tales of wickedness... stories of evil and cunning, written by today's women
you should fear. Includes tales from Kelley Armstong, Rachel Caine and Sherrilyn Kenyon,
writing in their own bestselling universes. Hex Life: Wicked New Tales of Witchery will take the
classic tropes of tales of witchcraft and infuse them with fresh, feminist perspective and present-
day concerns--even if they're set in the past. These witches might be monstrous, or they might be
heroes, depending on their own definitions. Even the kind hostess with the candy cottage thought
of herself as the hero of her own story. After all, a woman's gotta eat. Bring out your dread. From
TI 9781789090345 HC.
Phantom Lover St. Martin's Paperbacks
No.1 New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon returns with Shadow Fallen, a brand-
new entry in her Dream-Hunter series.For centuries, Ariel has fought the forces of evil. Her task
was to protect the souls of innocent mortals when they die. Captured by a powerful sorceress, she
is transformed into a human who has no memory of her real life or calling.And is plunked into
the middle of the Norman invasion of England.Cursed the moment he was born with a "demonic
deformity," Valteri wants nothing of this earth except to depart it and will do his duty to his king
until then. When a strange noblewoman is brought before him, Valteri realizes he has met her
before. . . in his dreams. When others come for her, bringing with them preternatural predators,
he is faced with a destiny he had no idea was waiting; one he wants no part of.The truth is that
Valteri isn't just a knight of William the Conqueror. He is the son of one of the deadliest powers
in existence, and if he doesn't restore Ariel to her place, she is not the only one who will be in
peril. The world itself hangs in the balance, and he is the necessary key to hold back the powers
of evil. But only if he can find a way to work with the woman who stands for everything in the
universe he hates.
The Dark-Hunters, Vol. 1 St. Martin's Griffin
Fourteen-year-old Nick Gautier doesn't have it easy. With a single mom struggling to make ends
meet, his secondhand clothes aren't exactly making him popular with the "in" crowd at school.
No, Nick fits in much better on the streets of New Orleans-at least until his so-called friends turn
on him! Rescued by the mysterious Kyrian of Thrace, Nick suddenly finds himself indoctrinated
into a bizarre supernatural world, that of the Dark-Hunters, where he discovers that life isn't
nearly so "normal" as it once seemed. Zombified classmates and flesh-hungry demons are bad
enough, but it's the dark hints about Nick's own future that are the most troubling things of all...
Dark Bites St. Martin's Paperbacks
In the war against vampires, mankind has only one hope: The Dark-Hunters. Ancient warriors
who died of brutal betrayal, the Dark-Hunters have sworn themselves into the service of the
goddess Artemis to protect us. It’s a pact with pretty good perks. Immortality, power, psychic
abilities, wealth and a cool wardrobe. But it comes with a few drawbacks: fatal sun poisoning
and a new, irreparable dental problem. But aside from the fangs and nocturnal lifestyle, it’s not
so bad. Until Kyrian meets the most frightening thing imaginable. An accountant who’s being
hunted by one of the most lethal vampires out there. If Amanda Devereaux goes down, so does
he and no offense, he doesn’t want to die (hence the whole immortality thing). And he doesn’t
want humanity dead either which is a good thing for us since he and Amanda are all that stands
between us and oblivion. Let’s hope they win. From the wild imagination of Sherrilyn Kenyon
comes the humorous and suspenseful manga debut of the #1 internationally bestselling Dark-
Hunter series. The world of manga will never be the same again.
The Dark-Hunters Macmillan
The Dark-Hunters are ancient warriors who have sworn to protect mankind and the fate of the world is
in their hands. . . He is solitude. He is darkness. He is the ruler of the night. Yet Kyrian of Thrace has
just woken up handcuffed to his worst nightmare: An accountant. Worse, she's being hunted by one of
the most lethal vampires out there. And if Amanda Devereaux goes down, then he does too. But it's not
just their lives that are hanging in the balance. Kyrian and Amanda are all that stands between humanity
and oblivion. Let's hope they win.
Devil May Cry Macmillan
At last, the long awaited and most anticipated book of the Dark-Hunter world.
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